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The E3959 Flip Lid Cash Cassette delivers uncompromising 

performance and quality focused on low cost of ownership, 

ease of use and speed through the checkout. In addition it 

combines a high capacity insert tray with a variety of coin and 

note configurations suitable for multiple currencies in the world.

Global Solution Mounting
The E3959 Cash Cassette 
is connected to a baseplate 
(including legacy baseplates 
for easy adoption) that is 
firmly secured to the checkout 
counter top.

Currency Compatibility
Offers a flexible insert design 
allowing a variety of coin, note 
and media storage.

DurabilitySpeed and Efficiency
The robust ABS cassette is 
fitted with a solid moulded insert 
to resist even the toughest of 
retail environments.

The E3959 Cash Cassette is 
routinely tested to ensure the 
lid opens consistently beyond 
80°, providing full access to the 
drawer insert.

SecurityReliability
Provides a status switch back to 

the PoS application and is fitted 

with a function lock. An additional 

deadlock is available to prevent 

both electronic and manual 

opening for enhanced security.

Built using high quality plastics 

and features a release mechanism 

that has been tested beyond 1M 

operation cycles to ensure that it 

performs flawlessly for the life of 

the POS system.

High Capacity Cash
Cassette

E3959
Cash Cassette
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Size 459 x 100 x 154 (mm) (including baseplate)

18.0 x 3.9 x 6.0 (inch) (including baseplate)

Colour Dark Grey

Media Dual media slot

Life Cycle 1 Million Cycles

Warranty 2 Years

Insert 7 note, 8 coin removable insert with
adjustable note and coin dividers

Lock Dual function lock

Key 200 different key combinations

Interfaces MUL Interface, 12-24V, RJ45 socket with plug-in
cable to connect to receipt printers and
POS systems

Product Features

Best In Class Solutions

Part Numbers

*For more information on product warranties, view APG’s full warranty statement online at https://www.apgsolutions.com/warranty/
**Lifetime warranty only available for Series 4000 with registration.

apg has taken its 40+ years of cash management experience and now offers a suite of Best in Class cash drawer solutions. Our innovative designs are 
manufactured to meet the requirements of a variety of transactional environments all the while offering a consistent out-of-box lifetime performance. 
APG tests all of its cash drawers with the appropriate amount of weight for the Class/Family to emulate a loaded till at the retail point of sale.

EPK-DG459-C10
EPK-560-459
ECS560-B9459-C10

E3959 Cassette
E3959 Baseplate
E3959 Full kit

M-43-320 Rev. B

6 coin & 5 note (2+1+2 at rear)
2 note/media storage underneath

8 coin & 6 note (3+3 at rear)
2 note/media storage underneath

Cassette & Baseplate


